
 Pupil premium strategy statement (primary)  

Summary information 

School Coldfall Primary School 

Academic Year 2018-2019 Total PP budget £89,840 Date of most recent PP Review July 2018 

Total number of pupils 677 Number of pupils eligible for PP 44 Date for next internal review of this strategy July 2019 
 

Current attainment GLD 

 Pupils eligible for PP 
(your school) 

Pupils not eligible for 
PP (school)  

School Local: Haringey National 

% achieving GLD    80% 84% 82% 74% 71% 

Current attainment phonics 

 100% 99% 99% 83% 81% 

Current attainment at Key Stage 1 

 
Pupils eligible for PP (your 

school) 

Pupils not eligible for PP 
(school)  

 

National 
(All) 

% achieving expected or above in reading, writing and maths  63% 78% 64% 

% achieving expected or above in reading 100% 89% 75% 

% achieving expected or above in writing 75% 82% 68% 

% achieving expected or above in maths 75% 89% 75% 

Current attainment at Key Stage 2 

 
Pupils eligible for PP (your 

school) 

Pupils not eligible for PP 
(school)  

 
 

National  
(All) 

% achieving expected or above in reading, writing and maths 39% 91% 61% 

% achieving expected or above in reading 46% 92% 71% 

% achieving expected or above in writing 77% 96% 76% 

% achieving expected or above in maths 62% 96% 75% 



% progress in reading  0.2 4.6  

% progress in writing  2.6 4.6  

% progress in maths  2.1 3.6  

 

Barriers to future attainment (for pupils eligible for PP, including high ability) 

In-school barriers (issues to be addressed in school, such as poor oral language skills) 

A.  The school’s Development Plan continues to emphasis a need to develop oracy skills, particularly language acquisition and vocabulary.  Many pupil premium pupils have poor skills 
in this area, which impacts negatively upon progress in all areas of the curriculum. 

B.  Many pupil premium pupils do not have access to a wide range of enrichment activities.  The school will therefore continue to fund enrichment activities for our pupil premium pupils. 

C. Many pupil premium children do not live in book rich households.  This negatively impacts upon the development of enhanced reading skills (which has been identified as a priority in 
the School’s Development Plan).  

External barriers (issues which also require action outside school, such as low attendance rates) 

D.  A large proportion of pupil premium pupils progress is affected negatively by poor attendance and punctuality.  The Learning Mentor targets all children who have poor attendance 
(below 90%) or punctuality.  She liaises with parents and children, setting in school incentives to encourage good attendance and punctuality. 

E. Some pupil premium children do not receive enough support at home to complete homework tasks, due to lack of parental skills and understanding of how to help their children. 

Desired outcomes  

 Desired outcomes and how they will be measured Success criteria  

A.  Gaps in knowledge will be identified swiftly using termly assessment tasks and appropriate support and 
intervention put in place in order to reduce the attainment gap between pupil premium and non-pupil premium 
pupils.  Carful  

Gap reduced. 

B.  Pupil premium pupils will benefit from the same range of enrichment activities which are on offer to non-pupil 
premium pupils.  Feedback from after school club staff, music teachers, parents and children will be used to 
assess the success of this offer. 

Better sense of belonging, well-being, emotional growth and 
development of talents. 

C.  Improved attendance and punctuality of pupil premium pupils, as measured by analysis of attendance and 
punctuality data. 

Attendance and punctuality of pupils is improved. 

D.  Increased pastoral support and therapeutic intervention available for pupil premium pupils.  Feedback from staff 
members to measure progress. 

Pupils are confident, active members of the school community and 
are resilient to life’s challenges. 

  



1. Planned expenditure  

Academic year 2018-2019 

The three headings below enable schools to demonstrate how they are using the pupil premium to improve classroom pedagogy, provide targeted 
support and support whole school strategies.  

i. Quality of teaching for all 

Desired outcome Chosen action / 
approach 

What is the evidence and rationale 
for this choice? 

How will you ensure it is 
implemented well? 

Staff lead When will you 
review 
implementation? 

Attainment gap in maths 
and English is reduced 

Inspire maths 
Destination Reader 
Focus on oracy 
Targeted support (pre-
teaching, consolidation, 
support during lessons). 

There is a noticeable gap (both in-school and 
nationally) between pupil premium and non 
pupil premium children. 
 
In order to ensure best possible life chances 
for pupil premium children this gap must be 
reduced. 

Staff training, pupil interviews, lesson 
observations, outcomes as measured 
by termly assessment data.   

Senior 
Leadership 
Team 

Summer 2019 

Total budgeted cost £10,000 

ii. Targeted support 

Desired outcome Chosen 
action/approach 

What is the evidence and rationale 
for this choice? 

How will you ensure it is 
implemented well? 

Staff lead When will you 
review 
implementation? 

Individual’s needs and 
gaps in learning are 
identified in a timely 
manner. 

Termly assessments and 
analysis of data. 

Moving to a system of termly assessments 
ensures that teachers and senior leaders are 
aware of gaps and can work together to 
ensure appropriate intervention and support 
is put into place. 

Termly Pupil Performance Review 
meetings will take place between 
class teachers and the Senior 
Leadership Team. 

Ewan 
Marshall 

Summer 2019 

Individual’s needs and 
gaps in learning are 
supported 

Regular pre-teaching in 
maths across years 1- 6 in 
order to enable pupils to 
begin every maths lesson 
feeling confident about 
concepts to be taught. 

This approach is a core part of the Inspire 
maths approach and has yielded good 
results thus far.  Pre-teaching enabled 
struggling mathematicians to work with more 
confidence and greater success in maths 
lessons.   

Lesson observations, pupil interviews, 
book scrutiny, termly assessment 
data. 

Ewan 
Marshall 

Summer 2019 

Social/Emotional barriers 
to learning are overcome 

Drawing and Talking This approach has proved very beneficial for 
children with complex home lives and/or 
social emotional difficulties. 

Feedback from teachers and parents 
regarding pupils’ emotional welfare 
and attitude to learning. 

Alex 
Sapirstein 

Summer 2019 

Develop expressive, 
receptive and social 
communication skills. 

Time to talk 
Lego therapy 

These approaches has been used very 
successfully to develop children’s speech, 
language and communication skills.   

Model and monitor intervention, 
Tapestry, pupil interviews. 

Karen 
Robinson 

Summer 2019 



Individual’s needs and 
gaps in learning are 
supported 

Homework club For some pupil premium children there is a 
lack of support at home, or home life is not 
conducive to completing homework.   
 
This provision provides a positive, quiet 
environment with a high level of adult 
support available in order that children can 
complete their homework. 

Monitor provision. Alex 
Sapirstein 

Summer 2019 

Children who are behind 
in reading receive 
regular targeted 1:1 
support and make 
accelerated progress 

1:1 daily reading  Evidence from previous years shows that the 
majority of children who receive this 
intervention make accelerated progress even 
when additional special educational needs 
are present. 

Model and monitor provision, 
assessment data 

Karen 
Robinson 

Summer 2019 

Develop emotional and 
academic resilience 

Mentoring programmes 
Pastoral support 

Research indicates that there is a direct link 
between children’s emotional welfare and 
academic progress. 

Book scrutiny, pupil interviews, and 
assessment data. 

Alex 
Sapirstein 

Summer 2019 

Total budgeted cost £60,000 

iii. Other approaches 

Desired outcome Chosen 
action/approach 

What is the evidence and rationale 
for this choice? 

How will you ensure it is 
implemented well? 

Staff lead When will you 
review 
implementation? 

Broad range of extra- 
curricular activities to 
promote self- esteem 
and reduce social 
exclusion 

Free After School Club 
places 

Feedback from parents of pupil premium 
pupils indicates that they value this provision 
as it enables their children to access extra-
curricular clubs and develop skills and 
talents.   

Learning Mentor takes a lead role in 
ensuring that all pupil premium pupils 
are able to attend at least one club of 
their choosing.  She liaises with 
sports coaches etc to ensure that 
particular talents are developed. 

Alex 
Sapirstein 

Summer 2019 

Enrichment opportunities 
presented to 
disadvantaged pupils for 
individual music tuition 

Financial support Feedback from parents of pupil premium 
pupils indicates that they value this provision 
as it enables their children to access an 
enrichment opportunity which they would 
otherwise be denied.   
 
Music lead identifies pupil premium pupils 
who are musically gifted. 

Music lead evaluates progress and 
appropriateness of provision by 
liaising directly with parents and 
Haringey music tuition service. 

Kate Vetch Summer 2019 

Pupil premium children 
may have a more 
limited experience and 
families may not be able 
to provide access to  
Museums, arts facilities 

50% reduction in 
voluntary contributions 
for yr 6 residential and 
other trips  

Participation for all children broadens their 
horizons and relationships with their peer 
group. 
 

All teachers are aware of this aspect 
of the core offer and speak personally 
to parents regarding reduced price for 
trips. 

Karen 
Robinson 

Summer 2019 



etc.  These experiences 
are a key part of a rich 
curriculum offer 

Pupil engagement and 
aspiration 

Free book at Book Fair  
 
Access to Learning 
Mentor’s library 

Research indicates that many pupil premium 
children do not have extensive book 
collections at home. 
 
There is a high correlation between juvenile 
offending/adults in prison and poor literacy 
skills. 

AHT to ensure all children are able to 
visit the book fair during the day to 
pick their free book. 
 
Learning Mentor targets children and 
encourages them to borrow books 
from the library. 

Karen 
Robinson  
 
Alex 
Sapirstein 

Summer 2019 

Pupil engagement and 
aspiration 

Subsidised school 
uniform 
 
Free book bag 

Pupil premium pupils have a sense of 
belonging within the school community. 

Admin staff to issue vouchers and 
book bags. 

Rita Bartlett Summer 2019 

Improved attendance 
and punctuality from PP 
pupils 

Learning Mentor targets 
families and children 
whose academic 
progress is impacted by 
poor attendance. 
Support for attendance 
at Breakfast Club to 
reduce absenteeism and 
lateness. 

PPR meetings strongly emphasise the need 
for good attendance from children.  Some 
pupil premium children are disadvantaged 
due to poor attendance and punctuality.   
 
A number have been given specific 
responsibilities at the start of the day to 
ensure that they are here.  Children enjoy 
having a sense of responsibility and are 
calmer at the start of the day. 

 

Learning Mentor tracks attendance 
and punctuality on a weekly basis. 
 
She liaises directly with parents and 
children who are persistently late or 
absent from school. 

Alex 
Sapirstein 

Summer 2019 

Build links between 
school and parents of 
pupil premium  pupils 

Invitations to coffee 
mornings and other 
events 

Parents of DP pupils are often reluctant to 
attend events. 

Class teachers and Learning Mentor 
to telephone parents and invite them 
personally. 

Alex 
Sapirstein 

Summer 2019 

Total budgeted cost £45,000 

  



2. Review of expenditure  

Previous Academic Year 2017-2018 £99,840 

i. Quality of teaching for all 

Desired outcome Chosen 
action/approach 

Estimated impact: Did you meet the 
success criteria? Include impact on 
pupils not eligible for PP, if appropriate. 

Lessons learned  
(and whether you will continue with this approach) 

Cost 

Attainment gap in maths 
is closed 

Continue with Inspire 
maths. 

There is still an in-school gap between pupil 
premium and non-pupil premium pupils, 
particularly in KS2 SATs.  This may be due to 
older pupils not having benefitted from the 
approach from an early age.  Foundation and year 
1 results show a promising improvement for all 
pupils. 

 Pre-teaching and the use of concrete resources have 
proved to be beneficial in raising confidence and attainment 
within lessons.  Pupils numeracy skills in particular have 
improved, due to schemes focus upon this aspect of maths.  
In terms of developing life skills this is positive.  However, 
some areas of the National curriculum are not covered within 
the scheme therefore, teachers need to ensure coverage of 
areas upon which pupils will be tested which are not 
contained within the scheme. 

£4,000 

Attainment gap in 
English is closed 

Focus on oracy in all 
lessons 
 
 
 
Destination Reader 
implemented in KS2 

There remains an in-school gap. 
 
Destination Reader has been very successful, as 
it enables children to support one another 
effectively within lessons through a collaborative 
approach.  The focus upon vocabulary 
development has also ensured that these skills 
are developing. 

Destination Reader is a new strategy and it has taken time to 
develop expertise in delivering sessions effectively.  The next 
stage for staff development is to ensure targeted adult 
support within the sessions. 
 
Many elements of Destination Reader will be implemented 
into EYFS and KS1 practice.  

£3,500 

Improved speed, 
legibility and spelling in 
written work  

Continuous cursive 
handwriting scheme 
used from reception 
to year 6 

There has been an improvement in presentation 
for many; however this still remains an issue for 
some pupil premium pupils. 

Parents need guidance on how to effectively support their 
children at home to develop fine motor skills and handwriting. 

£200 

ii. Targeted support 

Desired outcome Chosen 
action/approach 

Estimated impact: Did you meet the 
success criteria? Include impact on 
pupils not eligible for PP, if appropriate. 

Lessons learned  
(and whether you will continue with this approach) 

Cost 



Individual’s needs and 
gaps in learning are 
supported 

Learning mentor as 
an additional support 
in Yr 4 & yr6 for 
Maths and English for 
selected pupils 

This support has had a positive impact upon 
children’s’ confidence and motivation in lessons 
and has in some cases helped children to make 
good progress.  It was most successful in year 6, 
where support was implemented twice a week for 
the autumn and early spring terms and daily in the 
final half term leading up to SATs. 

Targeted support was most effective when it happened more 
than once a week.  In order to ensure best possible progress 
to ensure children in year 6 achieve the secondary ready 
standard, it will be most effective to concentrate attention on 
this year groups. 

£4,320 

Individual’s needs and 
gaps in learning are 
supported 

Regular pre-teaching 
and immediate 
interventions to 
address 
misconceptions in 
maths in years 1- 5 

Pre-teaching has been very successfully used to 
ensure pupils begin the lesson feeling confident 
and make good progress within lessons.  The 
sessions have also been used to address 
misconceptions. 

In order to ensure that pupils receive a broad and balanced 
curriculum offer, consolidation sessions will be limited to 
once a week.   

£42,000 

Social/Emotional barriers 
to learning are overcome 

Drawing and Talking This approach has supported 10 children to 
explore challenges and build resilience in order to 
improve their emotional well-being. 

After trialling a group approach, it has been decided that the 
intervention is most effective when delivered 1:1 due to the 
sensitive issues which are addressed. 

£2,500 

Develop expressive, 
receptive and social 
communication skills. 

Time to talk Due to the specific needs present within the EYFS 
this approach was not deemed suitable.  Alternate 
programmes were implemented under the 
guidance of the speech and language therapist. 

Effective baseline assessment needs to be in place in EYFS 
before an intervention package will be decided for this year 
groups. 

£2,900 

Individual’s needs and 
gaps in learning are 
supported 

Homework club Pupils enjoyed this club and produced homework 
to a high standard which helped to develop basic 
skills.  This was largely due to the high staff ratio 
in the club.  A similar club was implemented for 
children in year 6 in the term preceding SATs.  
These clubs were not exclusively for pupil 
premium pupils; however a high ration attended. 

The year 6 club will be implemented earlier in the year.  This 
will ensure targeted support is in place in a more timely 
manner in preparation for SATs.  A separate year 6 club also 
ensures more younger children can attend the original club. 

£1,900 



Children who are behind 
in reading receive 
regular targeted 1:1 
support and make 
accelerated progress 

1:1 daily reading  26 children received this intervention, many of 
who did not read regularly at home with their 
parents.  Some of this group had additional 
educational needs, as well as being pupil premium 
pupils.  The children who had no additional needs 
made accelerated progress in most cases.  Due to 
class reading sessions changing to Destination 
Reader in KS2, it has been challenging to 
implement the programme in this phase. 

This intervention continues to be invaluable and will 
continue.  We need to develop Destination Reader sessions 
in order to ensure opportunities for 1:1 reading are found 
more readily across KS2. 

£7,500 

Spelling standards and 
pace of writing will be 
improved. 

Key word spelling 
intervention 

Although children made good progress to develop 
spelling of key words targeted within the 
intervention, spelling overall did not noticeably 
improve as skills were not transferred and the 
emphasis was not key words rather than spelling 
rules. 

This intervention will not continue.  Specific teaching of 
spelling rules and patterns will be more effective.   

£940 

Develop emotional and 
academic resilience 

Mentoring 
programme 

Minecraft mentors has provided children who lack 
confidence, have poor social skills and rarely feel 
successful at school to be engaged in actively 
mentoring other pupils.  This has been beneficial 
for both the mentors and mentees. 
 
Both the Learning Mentor and SENCo have 
targeted individual children for direct mentoring, 
which has also yielded positive results. 

Intervention to continue. £1,500 

iii. Other approaches 

Desired outcome Chosen 
action/approach 

Estimated impact: Did you meet the 
success criteria? Include impact on 
pupils not eligible for PP, if appropriate. 

Lessons learned  
(and whether you will continue with this approach) 

Cost 

Broad range of extra- 
curricular activities to 
promote self- esteem 
and reduce social 
exclusion 

Free After School 
Club places 

Feedback from parents is that this is a highly 
valued part of our pupil premium strategy 
programme, as it enables their children to access 
enrichment activities which would otherwise be 
denied to them due to financial constraints.  Club 
leaders report excellent engagement and a rise in 
confidence and skills. 

Intervention to continue. £15,900 



Enrichment opportunities 
presented to 
disadvantaged pupils for 
individual music tuition 

Financial support Feedback from parents is that this is a highly 
valued part of our pupil premium strategy 
programme, as it enables their children to access 
enrichment activities which would otherwise be 
denied to them due to financial constraints.   

Intervention to continue. £3,200 

DP may have a more 
limited experience and 
families may not be able 
to provide access to  
Museums, arts facilities 
etc.  These experiences 
are a key part of a rich 
curriculum offer 

50 % reduction in 
voluntary 
contributions for yr 
6 residential and 
other trips  

Participation in trips broadens the lives of all 
children.  Wherever possible costs have been kept 
to a minimum; however the yr 6 residential is 
costly for parents on a limited income.  Parents 
report the reduction in cost for this trip ensures 
that their children can attend. 

Intervention to continue. £900 

Pupil engagement and 
aspiration 

Free book at Book 
Fair, Subsidised 
school uniform, free 
book bag 

Many pupil premium pupils do not live in book rich 
homes.  The free books received at the book fair 
are therefore valued by pupils.  Subsidised school 
uniform and book bag ensure a sense of 
belonging for the pupils. 

Intervention to continue. £1,000 

Pupil engagement and 
aspiration 

Access to Learning 
Mentor’s library 

Many pupil premium pupils do not live in book rich 
homes.  Having access to a range of quality books 
helps to address this.  Many books have been 
donated to this library in order to ensure a good 
range of new books is available. 

 Intervention to continue.  

Improved attendance 
and punctuality from PP 
pupils 

Learning Mentor 
targets families and 
children whose 
academic progress 
is impacted by poor 
attendance. 
Support for 
attendance at 
Breakfast Club to 
reduce 
absenteeism and 
lateness. 

Learning Mentor monitors attendance regularly 
and liaises directly with families.  The personal 
relationships she has developed have had positive 
impact upon improving attendance and 
punctuality. 

Attendance at breakfast club has not been effective in 
improving punctuality, as for those children who are 
persistently late it has proved difficult to get to school even 
earlier.  The provision has been beneficial for working 
parents who are on a low income and therefore would find 
fees difficult to pay.  Provision to continue for this group.  
Learning Mentor will continue to monitor and liaise with 
families to ensure improvements are maintained. 

£1,500 

     



TOTAL SPEND 93,760 

 

3. Additional detail 

In this section you can annex or refer to additional information which you have used to inform the statement above. 
 
AHT Karen Robinson is the designated PP lead. 

 


